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trating market risks in one single asset class is para-
mount for investors.

Our purpose is indeed to provide a combination 
of attractive income levels and capital growth po-
tential through a diversified multi-asset investment 
universe, hence multiplying the sources of yield. The 
strategy uses carry strategies to aim to deliver solid 
yields and attractive risk-adjusted returns.

When constructing such an income focused 
strategy, we believe that income generation has to 
be dissociated from the allocation process. Indeed, 
we initially design a robust asset allocation process 
to provide capital appreciation with a solid risk/ 
return profile over the long run. We then typically 
aim to generate an income of 4% to 5% (this target 
is not guaranteed), through dividends, coupons and 
option premia, without influencing the above alloca-
tion process.

Finally, in our opinion, Tactical Asset Allocation 
(TAA), on a weekly or monthly frequency, may de-
liver sound returns over time.

At Generali Investments, we think that generat-
ing income through a Multi-Asset investment strat-
egy is the way forward for investors interested in 
diversifying their sources of yields while also seek-
ing capital growth, controlling their level of volatil-
ity, reducing asset class specific risks and therefore 
limiting maximum drawdowns.

It indeed offers the necessary flexibility to ben-
efit from attractive opportunities in an asset class or 
region, without taking unwanted and unnecessary 
concentration risk: sound portfolio construction & 
diversification, dynamic asset allocation and on-go-
ing management of risks are, in our opinion, all key 
to a smooth investment journey to generate income.

FOOTNOTE
1 Source: FundRadar, December 2015

ments, key to targeting and achieving medium/ 
long term investment goals. Furthermore, efficient 
allocation becomes even more relevant with our cur-
rent regime of low yields, lower returns and higher 
volatility.

Allocating across so many different asset classes 
therefore requires specific expertise and skills.

ASSET ALLOCATION AS THE CORNERSTONE
Asset allocation relies primarily on Strategic Asset 
Allocation (SAA), which defines a portfolio’s neutral 
allocation, i.e. its long term exposures and structural 
biases.

The following are among the most common ap-
proaches in the Multi-Asset space:

Risk Parity Allocations
The allocation is based on risk budgets instead 

of nominal weights, balancing the risk exposures to 
avoid any implicit risk biases at the SAA level. This 
approach is agnostic, considering that equities and 
bonds have the same risk/reward ratio in the long 
run, with the allocation moving dynamically, along 
with asset classes’ risks.

             Constant Mix Allocations
It is based on setting the long term 

sensitivity to economic growth through a 
defined weight in equities and it keeps a 
constant exposure to equity markets. As a 
consequence, the allocation’s risk can vary 
significantly from time to time: a system-
atic rebalancing back to the constant mix 
level provides a mean reverting feature.

Income focused Allocations
The purpose is to provide a combina-

tion of attractive income levels and capital 
growth potential through a diversified 
multi-asset investment universe, hence 
multiplying the sources of yield. The strat-
egy can use carry strategies to deliver solid 
yields and attractive risk-adjusted returns. 
The income generation should be distinct 
from the asset allocation.

MULTI-ASSET INCOME STRATEGY:  
THE WAY FORWARD
At a time when yields are at an all-time low and vol-
atility is back on the agenda, proposing an efficient 
alternative way to harvest yields, without concen-

MULTI-ASSET BECOMING MAINSTREAM
Following the 2008 financial crisis, the asset man-
agement industry in Europe was characterised by 
a big increase in assets under management labelled 
as “Multi-Assets”. 2015 was again a “bumper” year 
in terms of net sales for these strategies (Multi-Asset 
being an investment strategy and not an asset class 
in itself) with an annual increase of 22.8% in total net 
assets across Europe1. Multi-Asset strategies have 
become relevant in most European countries and we 
believe that this trend is here to stay.

The reasons behind the success of Multi-Asset 
strategies are manifold, trying to respond to differ-
ent issues, whether related to market fundamentals 
(lower returns and yields, across asset classes), risk 
management (to avoid maximum drawdowns, con-
tain volatility and/or reduce tail risks) or investment 
(flexibility, to capture different market opportunities).

Importantly, it also responds to some investors’ 
preferences: a smoother investment journey and 
some level of protection in falling markets, a rebal-
ancing between riskier equities or to safer fixed in-
come instruments, achieving real returns but with 
volatility lower than global equities or wanting posi-
tive returns regardless of market direction (absolute 
return).

Whatever the reason, economic cycles do impact 
the performance of the main asset classes – as illus-
trated in the chart above – while outperforming as-
set classes constantly change within those cycles!

Diversifying via uncorrelated (or less correlated) 
sources of performances is, for Generali Invest-
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COMPANY PROFILE
Generali Investments (GI) is the main asset management arm 
of Generali Group, one of the largest and most respected in-
surance companies in the world with 185 years of providing 
a solid, stable and highly professional service. With AUM of € 
450.2 billion GI is one of the leading European asset managers 
recognised for delivering consistent results through proven 
risk-based investment solutions. Active internationally with 
a strong European presence, GI operates out of 3 main hubs: 
Germany, Italy & France, with a team of over 400 customer-
focused experts with deep knowledge of local markets and 
asset classes. (Data as at 30.06.2016, source Generali Invest-
ments Europe S.p.A. Società di gestione del risparmio).

www.generali-invest.com

This document is based on information and opinions which Generali Investments Europe S.p.A. Società di gestione del risparmio considers as reliable. However, no representation or warranty, 
expressed or implied, is made that such information or opinions are accurate or complete. Opinions expressed in this document represent only the judgment of Generali Investments Europe S.p.A. 
Società di gestione del risparmio and may be subject to any change without notification. It shall not be considered as an explicit or implicit recommendation of investment strategy or as investment 
advice. Before sub- scribing an offer of investment services, each potential client shall be given every document provided by the regulations in force from time to time, documents to be carefully 
read by the client before making any investment choice. Generali Investments Europe S.p.A. Società di gestione del risparmio may have taken, and may in the future take, investment decisions for 
the portfolios it manages which are contrary to the views expressed herein. Generali Investments Europe S.p.A. Società di gestione del risparmio relieves itself from any responsibility concerning 
mistakes or omissions and shall not be considered responsible in case of possible damages or losses related to the improper use of the information herein provided. It is recommended to look 
over the regulation, available on our website www.generali-invest.com. Generali Investments is part of the Generali Group which was established in 1831 in Trieste as Assicurazioni Generali Austro-
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Cédric Baron, Generali Investments, Head of Multi-Strategy  
Jean-Marc Pont, Generali Investments, Investment Specialist

Boom 
- Equity market peak 

- Rising commodity prices 
- Rising real estate values 

 

Slowdown 
- Falling share prices & commodities 

- Credit spreads widen 

Recession 
- Unemployment rising  

- Falling real estate values 

Recovery 
- Rising share prices 

- Lower interest rates 

 

Expansion 
- Easier access to �nance 

- In�ation rises 
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